9th Grade Task Force

- Parent Task Force has been created and has met twice
School of Innovation
District Logistics Meeting

- Departments throughout the district were present to discuss the feasibility of the 9th grade year of SOI
School of Innovation Application Support Meeting

- SOI meeting at Arch Ford Coop was attended by Mr. Burton and Dr. Henry.
- Meeting was helpful to gain a deeper understanding of writing the plan.
Parent Information Meeting

- School Wide Parent Meeting Held on February 21st.
- Discussions on the Different Types of SOI were held.
- Rogers and Springdale SOI Parents and Students Participated via Online Video.
Next Year

- Next year will be more of a traditional curriculum
- Exploring blending models
A school of innovation council will meet at the end of this week to begin exploring our curriculum model.

At this point in time, Pinnacle View will add a grade each year until it become a 9-12 high school of innovation.

Registration in March.

Build solid curriculum model from input from students, parents, faculty and community.
Questions and Approval